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Chapter 8 

TEXTILE SPACES, INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR 

TRISTAN WEDDIGEN 

In late-medieval and early modern European 

visual and material culture, textiles counted 

among the most important and valuable 

means of ornament and display. 1 Apart from 

the obvious case of clothing, wall hangings, too, were valued 

as precious: rhey functioned as mobile "soft furniture," acting 

as architectural attire for public bodies and as backgrounds 

for their performances. No worthy palace would present its 

interior naked, as it were, to respectable visitors. Both within 

and outside churches, sacred spaces and times would be dis

tinguished from common life and dressed up for special occa

sions. Fabrics were so common and expected in architectural 

decor that medieval and early modern books of ceremonies, 

treatises for maestri di casa, and the general Kunstliteratur 

remain conspicuously silent about their uses and meanings, 

alrhough coundess wall hangings and tapestries are mentioned 

in palace inventories, ambassadorial dispatches, encomiastic 

writings, and avvisi. Bur these mostly quantitative sources 

do not unveil the iconological qualities of the ambivalent 

yet ubiquitous objects mediating between clothing, pictures, 

furniture, and architecture. Faced with the silence of texrual 

sources, we must use visual documents in the longue duree to 

explore the meanings of creating and experiencing interior and 

exterior textile spaces in seventeenth-century Rome. 

In late-medieval and early modern Europe, the renn cam

era or chambre reached beyond its original meaning - a space 

covered by a vault - to designate, in addition, a set of uniform 

fabrics that covered and visually replaced the walls of a room 

and often adorned its furniture, such as beds, benches, ancl 

stools. A stately palace's chamber was conceived to be experi 

enced as a textile space. Tue historical features of interior spacc 

thus can be derived from the qualities attributed to ornamen

tal wall hangings and figurative tapestries, such as tactile values 

and iconographic motifs, instead ofbeing defined on the bas is 

of modern notions of perspectival and architectural space. Dis

play is a technology and regime of visibility for which textiles 

probably offer the most important medium. Ir has been notecl 

that the word clisplay can be derived from unfold (displicare).2 

By unfolding textiles, a space is constituted as a backgrouncl 

or frame for persons, objects, or actions to be exposed to 

our attention. 

Much like the dynamic and topological choreography 

of onlookers and actors dressed in ceremonial and lirurgical 

garb - an arrangement that forms a "living building" made of 

human bodies- textiles provide the most important mea ns 

of symbolic and visual socio-spatial structuration. 3 Tue power 

of textiles lies in their flexibiliry with regard to changing spatial 

needs. Lavish hangings transform static architecture into a fes

tive stage and subdivide space into hierarchical yet changeable 

compartments. l11eir material, color, and ornament uni fy seri es 

of rooms into one continuous enfilade.4 1hey control visibilit)' 

and accessibiliry. 5 They extend space from the interior to rhe 



exterior, and vice versa.6 Tue textile cubicle is a soft, habit

able cavity that diminishes the noise, coldness, and hardness 

0
f its surroundings and approximates a tent installed within 

a preexisting architectural space. Medieval and early modern 

nobility seems as nomadic indoors as outdoors, and the aristoc

racy inhabited a series of multifunctional rooms, the traditional 

and extemporized functions of which were codified by colored 

uniforms. Following the late-medieval maxim Ubi papa, ibi 

Roma (Rome is where the pope is), it is not necessarily the 

architectural place that defines authority but rather the power 

of displaying and the very act of deploying aesthetic space. 

In the camera, textiles wrap up and coat the architecture, 

walls, and furniture. They disguise and blur the room's spatial 

components with color, ornament, and material. But with the 

help of scaffolding and ropes-that is, with spatial engineer

ing- textiles can delimit smaller, more exclusive spaces from 

!arger, more common ones. They do so either as an integral or 

as a distinct part of the textile continuum; as another fold in 

rhat conrinuum or as a separate piece of garment. Tue balda

chin and the four-poster bed, in particular, constitute a micro

cosm sh ielded by a cielo or ciel (a canopy; literally, a sky) of its 

own. Textile microarchitecture is a mise en abyme of textile 

space and an elemental model for premodern notions of space. 

"Tiiis encapsulation of concave and convex forms can be seen in 

Pierre Paul Sevin's watercolor drawing documenting Clement 

IX's banquet for Christina of Sweden held at the Quirinal Pal

ace in 1668 (plate 18).7 Here, in a spacious room at the Quiri

nal Palace lined with red and gold damask, a podium covered 

with carpets and a canopy delimit a smaller ceremonial and 

sacred space. Christina, the former queen of Sweden and now 

a Catholic convert, is welcomed in the pope's political ambi

ent, but she is also separated from him by the different height 

and shape of the tables, which are covered with a white linen 

cloth over red velvet. Tue baldachin's tapestries deploy their 

iconographic power by exhibiting the guest's new theological 

virtues of Faith, Justice, and Charity as a precondition for her 

invitation. They are sanctioned by God the Father in Heaven, 

whose image appears in the cielo. Tue Brussels tapestries them

selves date from the pontificate of Clemenr VII (Clement IX's 

namesake pope), providing proof of the continuity of papal 

power and patronage and the Catholic Church's moral victory 

despite the Protestant Sack of Rome in 1527. Theatrical cur

tains mark the opposite doors through which the two parties 

entered and will leave the scene. Finally, next to the musicians 

and in a hidden window niche, Christina's ladies-in-waiting 

are allowed to peek through the slits of the damask bands that 

suggest a continuous wall. 

Textiles as a means of display present themselves, attracting 

attention for their visual content and patterns. At the same 

time, they cover and hide or reveal and expose people, objects, 

and spaces. Unlike in paintings, in textiles, rhe picture and 

support, the form and material coalesce. This ambiguity adds 

to textiles' semantic and material B.exibility. Textiles hide and 

mask the walls and their cavities; indeed, tapestries that turn 

corners deny architecture's solidity altogether. Yet textiles 

themselves can be obfuscated not only by persons in the room 

but also by furniture or candelabra and, most interestingly, by 

the paintings and mirrors that are directly attached to them. 8 

Tue fabrics enliven things and rooms, dressing them like 

acting bodies; conversely, they expose and thus reify people 

like furniture and pictures, figuring in a hall of mirrors or on 

a Baroque stage set. As if to dispel a social horror vacui and 

obey a libido of accumulation, tapestries with life-size human 

figures would seem to multiply the crowd in the room and 

offered the room's living occupants the company of men 

and women of all sorts, times, and lands.9 Figurative tapes

tries in such a context can be perceived as images support

ing and enclosing other pictures and thus as a layer adding to 

the montage of an incoherent and discontinuous visual and 

narrative space. Since Leon Battista Alberti and early Nether

landish painting, Renaissance painting has been convention

ally defined by the open window or the mirror's counterimage. 

In meaningful contrast, the opaque textile medium is a layer 

defined by material thickness instead of by illusionary depth. 
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Fig. 5L F1uPPO LAURI (Italian, 1623-94) and FILIPPO GAGLIARDI (ltalian, 

d. 1659) . Festival at the Palazzo Barberi11i i11 Ho1ior of Christi11a 0JS1uede11, 

Febma1y 28, 1656, 1656, oil an canvas, 230 x 340 cm (90 1/2 x 133 Vs in.). 

Rome, Museo di Roma, MR 5698. 
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Tapestries often covered doors and sometimes windows 

with a continuous scene or landscape, thus negating basic 

function al and volumetric elements of architecture and trans

for ming the four walls into screens that present continuous 

scenery. 1° Conversely, tapestries were folded or cut up and 

resewn as needed to comply with specific architectural set

tings and furniture. 11 Large tapesrry borders and striped wall 

hangin gs might structure space architecturally, but this very 

same system of tectonics collapses whenever tapestries are 

ben t, rolled, and bundled. 111e specific visual power of fl ex

ible woven images contradicts painting's perspectival para

digm, which is ultimately architectural. For this reason, G ian 

Lorenzo Bernini asserted that the depiction of architecture was 

not co nvenient to tapestry, which denies real and fictive archi

tecrure's consistency. 12 Wall hangings make intimacy public 

and public space intimate; they could be called an architec

rnral dress or lining, a second or inner skin, especially in the 

case of embossed leather hangings (corami). Wall hangings 

complied with the decorum of function, fashion, and gender. 

Dismounting colorful wall hangings and hanging up black or 

violet ones would, like wearing clothes of those colors, com

municate death and mourning. C hurch interiors and cata

fa lques were enrobed in black fabrics, constituting dramatic 

denials of architectural space as worldly illusion .13 

Unified wall hangings marked rooms as a continuous and 

hiera rchical sequence of sraged privacy, and they could be 

changed according to the occasion and the season (tapestries 

for the co ld monrhs; silk or leather wall hangings for the warm 

oncs) .14 Within the aparrment, the safa dei palafrenieri, con

taining a baldachin installed above a credenza displaying a rack 

of silver plates, was a room dedicated to social representation 

and display as such .15 Wall hangings, which visually replace 

a weight-bearing element (the wall) with a heavy one (the 

hangings), create a tectonic ambivalence; upward-growing 

botanical ornaments can help counterbalance their gravity. 

1he textile decoration's ambivalence between supporting wall 

and hanging screen, its metamorphic character, is the source 

of many of Bernini's textile experiments and, in parricular, of 

the visual pun of the lifted drape he inserred in the Sala Ducale 

at the Vatican Palace in 1656/57 (plate 19). Tue mock curtain 

hides a supporting arch and opens the view onto the auratic 

apparition of the pope. As the angels miraculously reverse the 

hanging curtain- the fake textile wall- into buttressing 

stone, the artist shows his ability to handle and bend architec

ture like soft wax or fabric. 

Tue Barberini, who founded a tapestry manufactory in 1627, 

offered a jaust in honor of Christina of Sweden in 1656. Tue 

stage set created for that event illustrates the exterior use of 

interior textiles in courdy display (fig. 5r): 16 Silk curtains and 

wall hangings in heraldic colors are affixed to the windows to 

decorate the facade and exteriori2e the luxury of the palace's 

interior. Tapestries, some from the Barberini collections, oth

ers rented , run along the walls of the palace and the ephemeral 

theater. Red silk and gold fabrics create cubicles that separate 

and present the nobl es t spectators. Such textile observatio n 

boxes, bulging out of the palace interior and growing on its 

facade, acted as presenration cases for persons of the highest 

rank, for those privileged addressees of display. Such a viewing 

balcony, or palco, was erected for Christina of Sweden for her 

to enjoy the Roman Carnevale (see fig. 6 for Giovanni Battista 

Falda's view of the carnival parade). 17 Here, the palace is rrans

formed back into its ideal microarchitectural model, the balda

chin, which appropriates the public urban space by converring 

it into a semiprivate room. Tue power of transformin g the 

interior into the exterior, the private into the public, and vice 

versa, is the fundamental con tribution of textiles to princely 

display in premodern tim es (see fig. 51). 
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